Discovering significant itemsets is one of the fundamental problems in data mining. It has recently been shown that constraint programming is a flexible way to tackle data mining tasks. With a constraint programming approach, we can easily express and efficiently answer queries with user's constraints on items. However, in many practical cases it is possible that queries also express user's constraints on the dataset itself. For instance, asking for a particular itemset in a particular part of the dataset. This paper presents a general constraint programming model able to handle any kind of query on the items or the dataset for itemset mining.
Introduction
People have always been interested in analyzing phenomenons from data by looking for significant itemsets. This task became easier and accessible for big datasets thanks to computers, and thanks to the development of algorithms for finding frequent/closed/... itemsets. Nevertheless, looking for itemsets with additional user's constraints (regardless the frequency and other classic properties) remains a bottleneck nowadays.
In a recent line of work [1, 3, 4] , constraint programming (CP) has been used as a declarative way to solve data mining problems. Such an approach has not competed yet with state of the art data mining algorithms in terms of CPU time for simple queries. Nevertheless, the advantage of the CP approach is to be able to add extra (user's) constraints in the model so as to generate only interesting itemsets at no other implementation cost, whereas a pure data mining algorithm is just able to generate all frequent/closed/... itemsets and post-filter the ones violating the user's constraints, which can be far too expensive.
Currently, the problem of the CP approach is that the semantics given to the user's constraints has not been clarified. Take as an example the work in [4] , where a global constraint for frequent closed itemsets (FCIs) is proposed. In that approach, the user can easily specify that she is not interested in itemsets that contain a given item. The solver will return FCIs do not containing the item in question. However, suppose that the user is not interested in transactions containing a given item e. Or, the user is interested only in transactions corresponding to customers having spent less than 100 in her shop. In the current CP models [1, 4] , we are not able to catch such semantics. That is, as for specialized approaches, we need to follow a generate-and-test process with an ad-hoc algorithm able to generate datasets with transactions not including the item e or costing less than 100 .
The contribution of this paper is two-fold:
1. We present a first classification of the user's constraints w.r.t. the semantics of which and where the itemsets are extracted;
2. We propose a general CP model in which we can capture any kind of user's constraints.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents some background in data mining and constraint programming. In Section 3 we present a taxonomy of user's constraints that can be useful in itemsets mining. In Section 4, we present our model in details. Section 5 gives some case studies that can be expressed using our presented model. We conclude in Section 6.
Background

Itemset Mining
Let I = {1, . . . , n} be a set of n item indices and T = {1, . . . , m} a set of m transaction indices. An itemset X is a subset of I. A transactional dataset is a set D ⊆ I × T . Let D i * be the transaction of index i. D ij = 1 if j ∈ D i * , 0 otherwise. The language of itemsets corresponds to L I = 2 I \∅. The cover of an itemset X, denoted by cover T (X), is the set of transactions containing X. The frequency of an itemset X is the size of its cover and is denoted by f req T (X).
Itemset mining aims at extracting all itemsets X of L I satisfying a query Q(X) (i.e., conjunction of constraints). The common examples are the frequency measure leading to the minimal frequency constraint, the closed itemset constraint, the maximal itemset constraint, itemset size constraint, etc.
Constraint Programming (CP)
A constraint satisfaction problem (CSP) consists of a finite set of variables X = {X 1 , . . . , X n } with finite domains Dom = {D 1 , . . . , D n } such that each D i is the set of values that can be assigned to X i , and a finite set of constraints C. Each constraint C(Y ) ∈ C expresses a relation over a subset Y of variables X. The objective is to find an assignment (X i = d i ) with d i ∈ D i for i = 1, . . . , n, such that all constraints are satisfied.
CP models for the itemset mining
Different CP models can be proposed for a given problem. Here we discuss two different viewpoints for modeling the itemset mining problem as a CSP. The first one is based on reified constraints [1] , while the second one uses a global constraint [4] .
Reified model. In [1] , De Raedt et al. have proposed a first CP model for itemset mining. They showed how some constraints (e.g., frequency and closedness) can be formulated using CP [1, 2] . This modeling uses two sets of Boolean variables: (1) item variables {X 1 , X 2 , ..., X n } where (
The relationship between X and T is modeled by m reified n-ary constraints. The minimal frequency constraint is encoded by n reified m-ary constraints. The closedness constraint is encoded by n m-ary constraints.
Global constraint model. The ClosedPattern global constraint is proposed in [4] , enabling to encode efficiently both the minimal frequency constraint and the closedness constraint. This global constraint does not use reified constraints and uses only item variables. The associated filtering algorithm ensures domain consistency in a polynomial time and space complexity.
User's Constraints Taxonomy
For an itemset mining task we aim at extracting all itemsets P of L I satisfying a query Q(P ) that is a conjunction of (user's) constraints. The set T h(Q) = {P ∈ L I | Q(P )} is called a theory [5] . Common examples of user's constraints on extracted itemsets are frequency, closure, maximality, size, etc. The semantics of such constraints is caught by a query predicate Q(P ) expressed on itemsets. However, a user can ask for itemsets with the condition of extracting them from a particular part of the dataset. If such a part of the dataset can be located using a preprocessing step, the mining process can act in two steps: isolate the sub-dataset; extract itemsets. But, isolating a particular part in the dataset can be challenging. In the most general case, a query predicate, denoted by Q(D, P ), is expressed both on the itemsets P it returns and on the sub-datasets D of D on which it mines. The extracted elements forming a theory are now pairs:
In the rest of this section, we present the classification of user's constraints. 
User's constraints on itemsets
When the user comes with constraints only on the nature of the itemsets to extract, the query Q(D, P ) is equivalent to Q(P ) where no constraint occurs on the dataset D. That is, we come back to classic itemset mining tasks on the whole dataset.
An example of such a query where user's constraints are expressed only on itemsets is the query Q1 asking for FCIs:
where f requent D (P, θ) and closed D (P ) are predicates expressing user's constraints on the frequency (with a minsup θ) and the closure of an itemset P in D.
As a second example of such a query on itemsets let us take a dataset D where the items are categorized into food items, electronics items, cleaning items, etc. This leads us to a partition of I into k categories I 1 , . . . I k . The user can ask a query Q 2 where the extracted itemsets are FCIs and the items are taken from at least lb categories and at most ub categories with lb ≤ ub ≤ k:
where atLeast(P, lb) and atM ost(P, ub) are user's constraints ensuring that the itemset P overlaps between lb and ub categories of items. • The query Q 1 on the dataset D 1 with a minsup θ ≥ 50% returns A, B, EF and G as FCIs.
• Concerning the query Q 2 , if lb = ub = 2 and minsup θ = 50%, Q 2 will only return EF because E belongs to category I 2 and F belongs to category I 3 .
User's constraints on items
In addition to classical constraints on itemsets, the user can put constraints on items themselves. Such constraints will determine on which items the mining will occur. That is, constraints on items are constraints on the dataset.
As an example, let us consider again the partition of the items I into k categories, The user can ask a query Q 3 where the extracted itemsets are FCIs of sub-datasets containing at least lb I categories of items and at most ub I categories, with lb I ≤ ub I ≤ k:
where atLeastI(D, lb I ) and atM ostI(D, ub I ) are user's constraints ensuring that the dataset D contains between lb I and ub I categories of items. As opposed to Q 2 , Q 3 seeks itemsets in sub-databases satisfying a property on their items. Table 1 for Q 3 . Let us take lb I = ub I = 2 and minsup θ = 50%. Q 3 on D will return:
Example 2 Consider again the example given in
• A, B and E on I 1 + I 2 ;
• A, B, F and G on I 1 + I 3 ;
• EF and G on I 2 + I 3 .
User's constraints on transactions
The user may also want to put constraints on transactions. Such constraints will determine on which transactions the mining will occur. Constraints on items were specifying on which items/columns to mine. Constraints on transactions specify on which transactions/rows to mine.
As an example, let us suppose that transactions can be categorized into group of customers (e.g., groups based on age criterion), which leads us to a partition of T into v categories T 1 , . . . T v . The user can ask a query Q 4 where the extracted itemsets are FCIs on at least lb T categories and at most ub T categories with lb T ≤ ub Y ≤ v:
where atLeastT (D, lb T ) and atM ostT (D, ub T ) are user's constraints ensuring that the dataset D contains between lb T and ub T categories of transactions. As opposed to Q 2 and Q 3 , Q 4 seeks itemsets in sub-databases satisfying a property on their transactions. Table 1 for Q 4 . Let us take lb T = ub T = 2 and minsup θ = 50%. Q 4 on D will return:
Example 3 Consider once more the example given in
• A, AD, CH and G on T 1 + T 2 ;
• B, BEF and G on T 1 + T 3 ;
• A, BEF and EF on T 2 + T 3 .
User's constraints on items and transactions
Finally, the use may want to put constraints on both items and transactions. Consider our example where items and transactions are respectively categorized into groups of products and groups of customers, leading to a partition of I into k categories I 1 , . . . I k and a partition of T into v categories T 1 , . . . T v . The user can ask a query Q 5 where the extracted itemsets are FCIs on at least lb I and at most ub I categories of items and on at least lb T and at most ub T categories of transactions.
Example 4 Consider a last time the example given in Table 1 for Q 5 . Let us take lb I = ub I = lb T = ub T = 2 and minsup θ = 50%. Q 5 on D will have to explore nine possible sub-datasets in which to look for frequent closed itemsets:
Complexity
In classic itemset mining problem where queries are of type Q(P ) with only user's constraints on itemsets, the search space contains 2 n candidates (e.g., Q 1 and Q 2 ). If the user provides constraints on items, the search space is still of size 2 n (e.g., Q 3 ). If the user provides constraints on transactions, the search space becomes of size 2 m × 2 n (e.g., Q 4 ). Once the user is able to express constraints both on items and transactions, the size of the search space becomes 2 (n+m) ×2 n .
3.6 A simple illustration: Where Ferrari cars are frequently bought?
Consider a dataset of cars purchases in France, where each transaction/purchase contains items representing the city, the department, and the region where the purchase was performed. (City/department/region is the way France is administratively organized.) The user may be interested in finding where (city, department or region) more than 10% of the purchases are Ferrari cars. This can be done by the query:
where Reg(D), Dep(D) and City(D) are user's constraints ensuring that the dataset D corresponds to one of the administrative entities of France.
A General CP Model for Itemset Mining
In this section, we present a CP model for itemset mining taking into account any kind of user's constraints discussed in Section 3.
Variables
Let P , T , H and V be Boolean vectors to encode:
• P = P 1 , . . . , P n : the unknown itemset we are looking for. For each item i, we have a Boolean variable P i representing whether i is in the extracted itemset.
• T = T 1 , . . . , T m : the transactions that are covered by the extracted itemset.
• H = H 1 , . . . , H n : The horizontal dimension of the sub-dataset where the mining will occur. H i = 1 iff the item i is taken into account in the mining process, otherwise it is ignored.
• V = V 1 , . . . , V m : The vertical dimension of the sub-dataset where the mining will occur. V j = 1 iff the transaction j is taken into account in the mining process, otherwise it is ignored.
To sum up, H, V circumscribes the sub-dataset used to extract the itemset. Thanks to such variables, a CP solver is able to backtrack on a given sub-dataset and to branch on another. P, T allows us to catch the unkown itemset and its coverage in terms of transactions.
Constraints
We have a vocabulary of variables P, T, H, V that allows the (user's) constraints to be easily and concisely expressed. Our generic CP model consists of three set of constraints:
• DataSet(H, V ): In this part, we can express user's constraints on items (i.e., H) and/or transactions (i.e., V ). This set of constraints will circumscribe the sub-datasets.
• Channeling(P, H, T, V ): The set of channelling constraints to express the relationship between the two sets of variables P, T and H, V :
These constraints guarantee that if an item (resp. a transaction) is not taken into account for the mining process, it will not be part of the extracted itemset (resp. the cover set).
• Mining(P, H, T, V ): This part is dedicated to express the (user's) constraints on itemsets such as frequency, closedness, size...
ItemSet Model: Cases Studies
In this section, we illustrate our CP ItemSet model on the queries detailed in Section 3. We must bear in mind that for each new query, user's constraints can be written in DataSet and/or Mining parts of the ItemSet model, whereas the Channeling remains the unchanging.
Query Q 1
For query Q 1 , we have user's constraints only on itemsets. That is, the mining process will occur on the whole set of transactions. For such a case, we have:
The user asks for FCIs:
This corresponds to the model presented in [2] and how it can be written in the Mining parts of our ItemSet model. The first constraint represents the coverage constraint, the second is the minimum frequency w.r.t. to a given minsup θ, and the third one expresses the closedness constraint. Note that to obtain better propagation, this part can be replaced by the global constraint ClosedPattern presented in [4] :
For Q 2 , the items are categorized into k categories I 1 , I 2 , ..., I k . The user asks for FCIs extracted from the whole dataset but the items are at least in lb categories and at most ub categories where lb ≤ ub ≤ k. As for Q 1 , extracting itemsets from the whole the dataset is written in our model as:
The ClosedPattern is used to extract FCIs. The second constraint holds iff the items of the extracted itemset are in lb to ub categories.
Query Q 3
For Q 3 , the user asks for FCIs not from the whole dataset as in Q 2 , but from a part of the dataset with lb I to ub I categories of items. Such user's constraints on items are expressed in the DataSet part of our model as:
The first one will activate only lb I to ub I item categories where the second one will activate the whole set of transactions.
The Mining part is reduced to the ClosedPattern constraint.
Mining(P, H, T, V ) = ClosedPattern θ (P, H, T, V )
Query Q 4
For Q 4 , the transactions are categorized in T = {T 1 , . . . T v }. The user now asks for FCIs not from the whole set of transactions but from at least lb T and at most ub T transaction categories. These user's constraints on transactions are written in our model as:
Here, we activate the whole set of items whereas transactions are activated by categories w.r.t. a min lb T and a max ub T .
For the Mining part, the user asks for CFIs:
In this query, the items (resp. transactions) of D are categorized into k (resp. v) categories. The user asks for frequent closed itemsets on at least lb I and at most ub I categories of items and at least lb T and at most ub T categories of transactions. 
DataSet(H,
V
Conclusion
In this paper we have presented a general CP model to catch any kind of user's constraints presented as a taxonomy of constraints. The user can express constraints on the dataset in terms of items and transactions before the mining process. We have illustrated each type of query using our CP model.
